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Protective screen
Security & personal protection

The workstation protective screens can be 

used to screen individual workstations or entire 

room zones safely and with high design quality. 

Made of toughened safety glass (ESG), the protective 

screens have a high-quality finish and are equipped 

with fine bevelled edges and rounded safety corners. 

They are offered not only as table top and back table 

elements, but also as cabinet and counter tops as 

well as suspended safety 

shields for free ceiling 

suspension. To increase 

safety and as a design 

element, a partial satin 

finish is recommended 

depending on the 

positioning.screens can 

be freely positioned close to the table frame without 

any problems and without any risk of tripping.  
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T-combination  
with glass topper 

Top:  Prime Line 55 table element with glass topper 
Below:  Prime Line 40 movable wall and table elements   
 with glass topper

Silence Line element  
with glass topper

The workstation protective screens can be used to 

screen individual workstations or entire room zones 

safely and with high design quality. Made of toughe-

ned safety glass (ESG), the protective screens have a 

high-quality finish and are equipped with fine bevel-

led edges and rounded safety corners. They are offe-

red not only as table top and back table elements, but 

also as cabinet and counter tops as well as suspended 

safety shields for free ceiling suspension. To increase 

safety and as a design element, a partial satin finish is 

recommended depending on the positioning.screens 

can be freely positioned close to the table frame wit-

hout any problems and without any risk of tripping.  

 

Acoustic screens in combination with glass topper 

are also ideally suited as protective screens, as 

are movable screens in partial or full glazing.    

 

The Prime Line and Silence Line series offer a wide 

range of equipment variants, including the upgra-

ding of table elements and movable wall elements 

with all-glass panels to increase the screening ef-

fect while maintaining the desired visual axes in 

the room. Acoustics and safety go hand in hand, so 

to speak, and can thus be designed very efficient-

ly. Particularly for room situations that require a high 

protective screen, the movable wall systems with 

their glazing enclosed in the frame are ideally suited. 
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Table top screen

On-cabinet & counter screen

On-cabinet & counter screen  
with pass-through

Top: Table top screen 
Bottom: Behind-desk screen with "mikado" foiling

Suspended screen

Suspended screen

Behind-desk screen

Protective Screens@work >>
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https://www.akustik-office-systeme.de/en/products/structuring-the-room/protective-screens-at-work.html
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Akustik Office Systeme GmbH  
Lenabergweg 5  
91626 Schopfloch 
Germany

Phone +49 9857 97559-0

Fax +49 9857 97559-29  
 
info@akustik -office -systeme.de
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